Introduction
It is common knowledge that the European integration process has also posed new challenges for national criminal justice systems, especially with regard to cross-border crime. This development has all the more underscored the importance of effective inter-state cooperation and coordination. In an area of freedom, security and justice (AFSJ), a fugitive criminal must, on the one hand, be prevented from escaping justice, but, on the other, it is also not desirable for this person to be punished on multiple occasions for the same offence. Positive conflicts of jurisdiction (multiple states commencing criminal prosecutions) and negative jurisdictional conflicts (no state reacts to crimes which have been committed) between states must be avoided, as the Treaty of Lisbon also states in so many words. 1 Since the Maastricht Treaty, criminal law has been an explicit policy domain of the European Union. The European Union's legislative efforts in the past few years have primarily focused on the harmonisation of substantive criminal law, the intensification of cooperation in the criminal law area and the establishment of European agencies or networks, like Eurojust. Through an expansion of the Member States' criminal jurisdiction, partly at the instigation of European framework decisions, 2 and the assurance that, at all stages of the criminal proceedings -in the preliminary investigation, during trial and upon the execution of the sentence -, assistance may be obtained from other Member States, criminals must be prevented from escaping justice. Attempts are made to steer positive competence conflicts arising from broad state jurisdictional claims towards a satisfactory resolution through mutual coordination and consultation, whether with the help of Eurojust or not.
In the final analysis, the decision as to whether a state, and, if so, which one, must initiate criminal proceedings is currently being taken by the Member States themselves. This may lead to the situation in which several Member States start investigations, which in turn may lead to diverging outcomes, but it may also result in the situation in which no Member State takes further action. In that respect, the ne bis in idem principle has not yet provided much direction (aside from the fact that this principle fosters inter-state consultation). 3 Moreover, this principle does not relate to complex investigations involving different Member States, different offences and different perpetrators. Yet, here too, or more accurately, here in particular, the choice of forum issue arises.
The question is the extent to which the retention of national discretion, so fiercely defended by the Member States, is still tenable as the creation of the aforementioned AFSJ leads one to suspect that the European Union is striving for something more than just streamlining inter-state criminal cooperation. In the AFSJ, room has also been explicitly created for EU citizens, 4 constitutional guarantees and fundamental rights. Given the major differences between the Member States, the consequences of the forum choice can potentially be very significant for all actors involved in the criminal justice system. Sieber, for instance, has emphasized how the decision to prosecute a suspect in a state other than his own confronts this suspect not only with significant practical problems (for instance, a lack of working knowledge of the trial state's language), 5 but also with legal problems. 6 Given the differences in criminal justice systems that currently exist within the European Union, the choice to prosecute and try a suspect in one Member State or another is certainly not a neutral one. A suspect's legal position during the investigation, the trial, or after the trial may vary significantly, depending on whether he is prosecuted in one Member State or the other. Moreover, he may be subjected to concurring criminal proceedings, for the same offence or for different offences, in several Member States at the same time. To what extent, then, can a suspect, in an area of freedom, security and justice, influence the choice of the Member State of prosecution and trial? The same question may be asked regarding the position of the victim.
Another actor that certainly cannot be overlooked is the national judiciary. The decision to bring a case to one country or another inevitably also affects the position of the trial courts. For one thing, it has been argued that the requirements that tribunals be 'independent', 'impartial' and 'established by law' in Article 6 European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) are closely connected. 7 A choice of forum, certainly if it involves various Member States with substantial differences in criminal law and procedure, may also give rise to questions as to the position of the judiciary itself. This may be the case, for instance, where the choice of forum anticipates differences in the 'repressive climate' between the Member States involved. In those situations the anticipated attitude of individual courts towards criminal behaviour becomes a factor of relevance for the prosecution services. Yet by doing so, the position of the judiciary itself also becomes the subject of debate. Moreover, the position of individual courts regarding interstate choice of forum is at present unclear. This will normally become most visible when a national court is of the opinion that, for whatever reason, a court in another Member State is in a better position to deal with the case. Here too, questions arise. For instance, in such a case is that court allowed to declare itself not competent? If so, on what basis? If not, how are positive conflicts avoided? Should they be avoided?
Finally, I would certainly not exclude the position of the European Union itself from the debate. This position not only concerns questions of effective and efficient law enforcement, i.e. avoiding positive and negative conflicts of jurisdiction (cf. Article 82(1)(b) TFEU), but also upholding constitutional standards and affording appropriate legal protection to those present on European territory. The now binding EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (CFR), 8 for instance, directly confers rights upon EU citizens and other persons present on European territory. Pernice has stated that this is directly linked to the enhanced powers of the European Union in the area of justice and home affairs under the Treaty of Lisbon. 9 In his view, the Charter serves as a counterbalance to these new powers at European level. The perception of the AFSJ as a single area, where law enforcement is the responsibility of national authorities which, in principle, are bound by the territory of their state, has already affected the interpretation of the ne bis in idem principle. This principle now encompasses the entire European territory and is therefore viewed differently than in federal states, such as the United States, where the state and federal jurisdictions are considered as legal systems which are distinct from each other (dual sovereignty doctrine). 10 Compared to traditional international criminal law, this has significantly increased the role of ne bis in idem in an interstate context, and rightly so. The question at hand here is whether there are also other human rights or constitutional guarantees that play a role regarding the choice of forum. Can we for instance say that issues relating to choice of forum are not only related to effective crime control, but also call for a sufficient degree of legal certainty, for instance by laying down the case allocation criteria in the law? If so, then how must the national prosecuting authorities deal with these European interests when deciding on the competent forum to deal with a case?
The questions raised above -summarised as the question regarding the regulation of the choice of forum in the European Union -are the topic of this article. Its purpose is two-fold. I not only wish to show how the many recent legislative initiatives concerning criminal cooperation in the EU will lead to the Member States, particularly the executive branches, gaining (or more precisely: retaining 11 ) enormous discretionary power, but also emphasise that the results of all these legislative initiatives may be at odds with the aforementioned legal principles and fundamental rights which have become an integral part of the integrated European area of justice. In this regard, I will focus on the requirement, also set forth in Article 6 ECHR and Article 47 of the Charter, of a 'tribunal established by law', which has a constitutional equivalent in many Member States.
The focus on the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' calls for an explanation. In the national context this requirement is a specific corollary of the legality principle. Unlike in substantive criminal law, where the principle nulla poena, nullum crimen sine lege requires that citizens must be in a position to know beforehand what conduct constitutes criminal conduct, the legality principle here addresses first and foremost the state and its organs. The requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' is, as we will see, primarily concerned with the administration of justice governed by legal rules. This means, for instance, that any court which is competent to deal with criminal charges within the autonomous meaning of Article 6 ECHR must have a basis in the law. Regarding the choice of forum, questions that arise in this regard typically relate to the criteria to be used when choosing the competent forum (What interests must be taken into account? Must these criteria meet the requirements of accessibility and foreseeability?), their status (Should these be binding criteria or only guidelines?), their origin (Must these criteria be defined by the democratic legislator or does any other constituent power suffice?) and to the question as to whether there is any role for the suspect or victim in this regard and whether these criteria can be invoked before a court or are under any form of judicial control.
Within the European Union, without any doubt, similar questions are on the agenda, although the context is completely different.
12 It is in this light that it is justified and necessary not only to use these questions as a frame of reference for assessing the current EU framework, but also to ask the question of whether the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law', in addition to its role in the national context, has any role in the AFSJ as well. By doing so, it makes sense, for the sake of confinement, to limit my comparison between the national and European context to the issue of overlapping territorial competences of courts (competence ratione loci; örtliche Zuständigkeit).
I will start by discussing several recent legislative initiatives which essentially deal with the choice of forum in criminal cases (Section 2). Next, in Sections 3 and 4, I will deal with the issue of to which extent choice of forum is a matter that needs regulation by law. For this, I will first pinpoint what is the meaning of the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' and the corresponding guarantees in the national context (Section 3), and, second, I will address the issue of whether the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' should be accepted as a principle of Union law and -more importantly -what this might mean in the AFSJ (Section 4). Depending on the interpretation of this requirement by the courts, the Court of Justice in particular, the European legislator may be encouraged to take further legislative action. In Section 5, I will try to pinpoint what problems may arise here, but I will also make a suggestion to overcome these problems by comparing the situation in the European Union with the system of inter-cantonal case allocation in the Swiss legal order. I will conclude with my main findings in Section 6. Finally, it is worth noting beforehand that, although Eurojust (or Europol) plays an important role in this issue, the two will only be referred to tangentially below. Choice of forum is a problem which transcends Eurojust or Europol. 19 measures to effectuate substantive criminal law are carried out throughout the European area of justice. The basic principle is that all these orders/warrants emanating from the one ('issuing') Member State should be executed in the other ('executing') state without additional conversion proceedings (exequatur proceedings). The intention is that, where gaps still exist in this system, these will be filled under the Stockholm Programme, the successor to the Hague Programme.
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The European Commission originally had ambitious plans to support this process in the area of the coordination of prosecutions. In its Communication on Mutual Recognition of Final Decisions in Criminal Matters, it wrote that, given the potential for jurisdictional conflicts, 'in the absence of a ranking of competent jurisdictions, all one could do would be to foresee a derogation from mutual recognition in cases where the recognising Member State has jurisdiction and does prosecute or had jurisdiction but decided not to take proceedings. This, however, appears like a serious undermining of the principle of mutual recognition.' The Commission therefore felt that the recognition instruments should be accompanied by measures to avoid positive and negative jurisdictional conflicts. It expressed a preference for exclusive EU rules regarding jurisdiction and maintained that, as a result of this, the number of grounds for refusal in the instruments effectuating the principle of mutual recognition could also be limited.
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It cannot be denied that the Commission was somewhat prophetic in its vision. After all, mutual recognition relating to criminal cooperation is different from the other areas of EU law, 
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where mutual recognition has existed for a long time. 22 In criminal law, the Union citizen or economic actor does not determine, certainly not exclusively, which country is the country of origin (and, hence, which other countries must recognise its decisions), because this person is taking advantage of the freedoms guaranteed by the EU ('voting with one's feet'); 23 rather, it is the police and judiciary which do this, based on a -for the time being -jurisdictional claim unilaterally fleshed out by their national legislature. The mutual recognition instruments therefore include, where relevant, exceptions to the principle, for example, when the criminal offence occurred on the executing state's territory, 24 or this state also has a criminal investigation pending in the same or a related case. 25 In this way, Member States have retained the freedom to initiate or continue an investigation themselves, as well as to refuse or suspend the enforcement of foreign orders/warrants.
Binding EU rules on the coordination of proceedings have been a long time in coming. Not until very recently have proposals been submitted which seek to avoid positive jurisdictional conflicts, also outside the framework of Eurojust. The impetus came not so much from the Member States, but primarily from the European Court of Justice. Specifically, with its interpretation of the ne bis in idem principle, the Court of Justice de facto gave a clear field for a simple conflict rule: first come, first served. 26 The rulings promptly led to a Greek proposal concerning the ne bis in idem principle 27 and, later, to a Green Paper on conflicts of jurisdiction and the principle of ne bis in idem in criminal proceedings by the European Commission. 28 In the Green Paper, the Commission opted for a more modest approach to the problem than in its communication from 2000. The Green Paper envisages examining whether positive (and no longer negative) conflicts may be avoided through mutual consultation, dispute resolution and, possibly, a binding decision by an EU body.
The Framework Decision on prevention and settlement of conflicts of jurisdiction 29
This discussion has recently received a new impulse, first, as a result of a proposal for a Framework Decision on prevention and settlement of conflicts of jurisdiction in criminal proceedings, 30 which was submitted by a number of Member States. The original proposal was intended, 'in particular, to prevent and resolve conflicts of jurisdiction, ensure that the jurisdiction where the proceedings take place is the most appropriate one and bring more transparency and objectivity to the choice of criminal jurisdiction in situations where the facts of a case fall within the jurisdiction of two or more Member States.' 31 To this end, the proposal not only introduced an It is telling to see just how much the goals of this proposal were adjusted downwards during the course of the negotiations. Nearly all of the sensitive aspects of the proposal were removed during the negotiations. The fact that the proposal's scope was limited to begin with did not prevent the Member States' delegations from limiting its scope even further. The final version of the framework decision merely pertains to situations which might fall under the ne bis in idem principle. 34 It only encompasses proceedings in respect of the same facts involving the same persons. 35 The resolution of two important categories of problem cases, to wit the situation in which different offences are committed by one or more perpetrators, has been put off.
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In addition, only the information and consultation procedure in the original proposal has been retained, with a few modifications. The original provisions, which attempted to articulate the purpose of the consultation and the criteria for this, including the binding, but refutable, 37 presumption in Article 15(1), 38 were deleted. Instead, it is now stated that an attempt will be made to reach consensus on any effective solution (Article 2(1)(b)), which, for that matter, is also taken to mean the referral of the case to Eurojust if mutual agreement cannot be reached. 39 Article 11 now provides that the competent authorities of the Member States consulting with each other on a case must consider all the factual and legal aspects of the case, as well as all the factors which they consider to be relevant. The executive, and not the legislative, branch thus decides which factors are relevant. Only the Ninth Recital of the Preamble and a joint declaration on the modified proposal still make reference to the -non-binding -Eurojust Guidelines for Deciding which Jurisdiction Should Prosecute and the factors mentioned there.
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Eurojust's role has been limited even further. Although Article 12(2) states that 'where it has not been possible to reach consensus in accordance with Article 10, the matter shall, where appropriate, be referred to Eurojust by any competent authority of the Member States involved, if Eurojust is competent to act under Article 4(1) of the Eurojust Decision [emphasis added],' there is a risk that the parties concerned will point to each other, and nobody will refer the case. The practical, non-insignificant effect of this will be that unsuccessful consultation will not necessarily be reported, let alone discussed within the ranks of Eurojust. 41 Its goal is 'to increase efficiency in criminal proceedings and to improve the proper administration of justice, including the legitimate interests of victims and suspected or accused persons, within the area of freedom, security and justice by establishing common rules facilitating the transfer of criminal proceedings between competent authorities of the Member States' (Article 1 proposal).
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To achieve this goal, it links up with the system in the Council of Europe Convention on the Transfer of Proceedings in Criminal Matters from 1972, 43 and the Agreement of 6 November 1990 between the Member States of the European Communities on the transfer of proceedings in criminal matters, which never took effect. The proposal provides for a system based on which the one state can ask the other to take over criminal proceedings which are pending in the first state. In that case, the first state may terminate prosecution, even if that country has a duty to pursue criminal prosecution (Articles 6 and 16 proposal). Where the state which is asked to take over the case has not itself already established jurisdiction, it can exercise 'subsidiary jurisdiction' (Article 5 proposal). Provided that the transferring state's law is applicable and this state makes a request to transfer the proceedings, the requested state will then have jurisdiction to prosecute the offence, based on its own law (lex fori). 44 In later versions of the proposal, however, this power has been limited. 45 The disagreement on this subject resulted in a failure to reach consensus on this issue before Lisbon took effect. There has not been any movement on this issue since 27 November 2009. Thus, it is unclear whether the current proposal will be enacted into law.
The proposal expressly does not opt for cooperation based on mutual recognition. The one state cannot therefore 'order' the other state to take over the criminal prosecution. This has to do with the nature of the cooperation. After all, the requested state now takes over the responsibility for the criminal proceedings from another state (primary assistance), rather than 'only' assisting the latter (secondary assistance). For this reason, there is also no mention of 'issuing' or 'executing' parties, but of 'transferring' and 'receiving' parties (Article 3). 46 The latter party can, within the framework of the proposal, itself judge whether it will take over prosecution from the transferring state.
Article 7 indicates in which cases a transfer may be requested: 'When a person is suspected or accused of having committed an offence under the law of a Member State, the transferring authority of that Member State may request the receiving authority in another Member State to take over the proceedings if that would improve the efficient and proper administration of justice', in particular, should one or more of the criteria referred to in Article 7 be fulfilled. The explanation to the original proposal makes clear that an array of different, often contradictory, interests are behind these criteria. Not only are the interests of the suspect, particularly his future rehabilitation, or those of the victim, crucial; what also counts is efficiency, which apparently refers mainly to making the prosecuting authorities' job easier. 47 Neither the suspect nor the victim has been given any right of consent. Where appropriate and in accordance with national law, the suspect is merely informed of the transfer before the request is made (Article 8). As for the victim, the transferring authority must properly consider his interests before a transfer request is submitted. It must ensure that the victim's rights, especially his right to be informed of the intended transfer, are fully respected under national law.
The proposal contains further provisions regulating the legal consequences of a transfer. Although these provisions have great practical relevance, they are not all relevant to this article. It should be noted, though, that the transferring authority must discontinue or suspend the criminal proceedings no later than upon receipt of the notification of acceptance of the transfer by the receiving authority (Article 16(1)). At the same time, however, the proposal does not compel the receiving authority to initiate criminal proceedings. The question whether prosecution will ultimately occur is governed by its national law. Any applicable right to exercise prosecutorial discretion will not be impaired. 
Choice of forum as a European constitutional issue

Introduction
As we reflect on what has been stated above, several items stand out. First, the European Union is primarily proceeding along the traditional path, followed by the Council of Europe. The Member States are clearly not in favour of a mandatory ranking order of jurisdictional rules or mandatory coordination mechanisms. The European Commission now seems to have given up on this plan; the Action Plan Implementing the Stockholm Programme is silent on the transfer of criminal proceedings or the choice of forum issue. 49 For now, Eurojust cannot force a resolution either, when the Member States cannot reach agreement among themselves; nor can this agency compel Member States to bring criminal proceedings. 50 Second, the Commission lost the initiative just before Lisbon came into effect. Most of the proposals submitted in the past two years came from the Member States. Third, and, in my opinion, consistent with the foregoing, the principle of mutual recognition has been downplayed considerably in many recent framework decisions. The condition of double criminality is making a comeback; 51 refusal grounds from older framework decisions are being accepted somewhat automatically in newer framework decisions, even though they were previously unknown for this specific type of cooperation. Sometimes, the Member States are even able to determine the precise scope of a framework decision in mutual consultation. 52 Fourth, the degree of discretion which the Member States gained for themselves in the pre-Lisbon era is quite substantial. In the end, it is still the states themselves which determine whether they will initiate a criminal prosecution or not. If it is adopted at all, the proposal on transferring prosecution discussed above must be regarded as an alternative to other forms of cooperation, such as an arrest warrant.
53 By extension, other states If we put these findings in a broader perspective, it transpires that case allocation is first and foremost regarded as a matter for the Member States and their prosecuting authorities in particular. Yet, as I indicated in the introduction, this is not self-evident. Particularly from the viewpoint of the legality principle, of which the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' is a specific corollary, executive discretion in the administration of justice that is not accounted for may be problematic. Therefore, it is necessary not only to establish what exactly follows from this requirement, but also how to deal with it in the context of the AFSJ.
Regarding the first question, 54 I will take the approach of the Court of Justice, which has been repeatedly confronted with the dilemma consisting of, on the one hand, the fact that national (constitutional) courts, the German constitutional court for example, have repeatedly sent out warning signals in the past and urged the European Court of Justice to keep watch over the constitutionality of the European legal system, while, on the other hand -as we just saw -, European legislators seem to want to make sure that they go no further than the Court's jurisprudence compels. 55 Long before the coming into existence of the Charter, the Court already found a way out of such impasses by ruling that 'fundamental rights form an integral part of the general principles of law whose observance the Court ensures. For that purpose, the Court draws inspiration from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States and from the guidelines supplied by international instruments for the protection of human rights on which the Member States have collaborated or to which they are signatories. In that regard, the ECHR has special significance.'
56 Thus, the all too sharp edges of European legislation which was too instrumental could be softened without jeopardising the supremacy of EC/EU law. The question is therefore the following: what exactly is the common constitutional tradition of the Member States and what does Article 6 ECHR exactly entail in relation to the choice of forum?
Inspiration drawn from national constitutions: history of the ius de non evocando
At the national level, what is particularly worth mentioning is the development of the so-called ius de non evocando. Ius de non evocando was developed around 1350 within the borders of the Holy Roman Empire. With respect to the sovereign lords, and especially the electors, to whom the privilegium de non appellando had been granted, the Emperor waived his ius evocandi, that is, his right to intervene in a pending legal action and to have the action adjudicated by courts which pronounced decisions in his name. 57 In combination with the privilegium de non appellando, which developed somewhat later and through which the Emperor waived his right to intervene in an action at the appellate level, the privilegium enabled the sovereign lords to construct their own system of justice. 58 In its effect, ius de non evocando primarily protected the lords' subjects and not the persons to whom the right had been granted; 59 through the privilegium de non appellando, however, subjects who appealed to the Emperor's courts (or the courts of someone other than their own lords) were threatened with punishment. 60 These privileges diminished the Emperor's influence considerably. In addition, the Emperor's electors were able to get him to create the Imperial Chamber Court (Reichskammergericht) in 1495, thereby establishing a court at the imperial level which, although it pronounced judgment in the Emperor's name, was nevertheless independent of him. The Emperor responded by establishing an Imperial Royal Council which was completely subordinate to him and whose jurisdiction overlapped substantially with that of the Imperial Chamber Court. Worried that their powers would be eroded, however, the electors resisted this, too. The idea was that no one should be able to escape the Imperial Chamber Court's jurisdiction.
The privilegia and the establishment of an independent judicial system at the 'central' level were primarily viewed as a means to contain the Emperor's power and less so as an interest of his subjects. 61 'Cabinet law' (Kabinettsjustiz), in the form of sovereign or royal intervention in specific cases, or the creation of ad hoc courts (Ausnahmegerichte), was still very much present. It was not until much later, after the excesses of absolutism (enlightened or otherwise), and under the influence of liberalism, that a right to the 'lawful judge' developed in Germany. Only then were these efforts, which, to that point, had mainly been directed at keeping a 'hostile' higher judiciary at bay, expressly linked to constitutional requirements, and, specifically, the separation of powers doctrine. It was not until then that the German territory could also justifiably be said to have a Recht auf den gesetzlichen Richter, which no longer only fulfilled an Abwehrfunktion, but also (or perhaps especially) a Leistungsfunktion, because it imposed requirements on the organisation of the administration of justice.
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These days, the German Bundesverfassungsgericht regards Article 101 of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz (GG)) 63 as important in preventing 'extraneous influences' (sachfremde Einflüssen) from creeping into the system by promulgating general rules on the allocation of court jurisdiction beforehand. 64 These rules should encompass both the subject-matter jurisdiction (sachliche Zuständigkeit) and territorial jurisdiction (örtliche Zuständigkeit) of the courts. Article 101 GG addresses all three branches of state power, including the legislator. The latter is not only obliged to establish the jurisdiction of the courts beforehand, but also to prevent, as much as possible, the concurring jurisdiction of the courts. 65 Otherwise, it would provide the prosecution service with a right of choice as to which court to seize. 66 However, although the goal for the legislator is to pinpoint court jurisdiction as much as possible, it is also recognised that this may not always be possible, because it could come at the expense of the interests of a proper administration of justice. Therefore, regarding territorial jurisdiction, 67 the German Code of Criminal Procedure declares competent, for instance, not only the court of the place where the act was committed (forum locus delicti commissi), 68 but also the court of the place of residence of the suspect (forum 69 and even the court of the place where the suspect was apprehended (forum apprehensionis). 70 There is no ranking between these court jurisdictions. 71 The constitutionality of this system has, as far as I know, not been raised before the Bundesverfassungsgericht. 72 Many point out, though, that, in light of Article 101 GG, overlapping territorial jurisdiction is acceptable, 73 now that cases are allocated over courts with similar competences and similar rules of procedure. 74 Under the German system the suspect is entitled to challenge prosecutorial decisions on case allocation before a court 75 and, moreover, in cases of conflicts of jurisdiction, positive or negative, between various prosecutors or courts, ultimately a (higher) court must decide on where to prosecute. 76 The latter is not in contradiction with the principle of the 'lawful judge'.
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The German Article 101 GG is regarded as the most encompassing guarantee regarding court organisation and case allocation on European territory. Still, in my view, it is in the endeavour to curtail Kabinettsjustiz in favour of an independent judiciary and in placing the law above the sovereign's omnipotence that the above, principally German, history overlaps with the developments elsewhere in Europe. 78 Even though the German legal system imposes more stringent requirements on the organisation of the courts than many other European legal systems, the lawful judge concept is found, in written or unwritten form, in many European constitutions. There are differences in the names given to the concept and its particular details. 79 While the Netherlands speaks about 'ius de non evocando', and Germany refers to the 'gesetzliche Richter', the term 'juge naturel' is used in France, and the 'giudice naturale' is mentioned in Italy. But even in those legal systems where the principle currently does not exist, for example, in the United Kingdom's legal system(s), the idea behind it seems to be endorsed. 80 
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Moreover, regarding the German 'lawful judge' concept it has to be stressed that, at present, its scope seems limited to the German legal order. 83 It does not relate to issues of, for instance, transnational judicial organisation, let alone case allocation. 84 Rather, there appears to be a nexus between Article 16 GG (the prohibition on extraditing nationals), 85 on the one hand, and the guarantee of Article 101 GG. Both have their historical roots in ius de non evocando. In the famous (or infamous) Darkanzanli case, the German Bundesverfassungsgericht used Article 16 GG to protect German nationals against -in its view -overly broad jurisdictional claims by other countries. 86 Article 16 GG was thus used as protection against unjustified outside interference with those belonging to the German legal order, whereas Article 101 GG provides the safeguard of the 'lawful judge' to those being prosecuted in Germany, on the basis of, for instance, the active personality principle.
The right to a 'tribunal established by law' as in Article 6 ECHR
From the foregoing it follows that the common European tradition, referred to in the Court of Justice's case law, has a narrow scope. 87 But this is not the end of the story. The right to a 'tribunal established by law' is part of Article 6 ECHR. It is not exactly clear why the drafters of the Convention inserted this requirement. The Court itself has clarified that its rationale lies in the separation of powers doctrine, but also in the rule of law. 88 The aim of the requirement is to ensure 'that the judicial organisation in a democratic society [does] not depend on the discretion of the Executive, but that it [is] regulated by law emanating from Parliament.' Hence, the Court's starting point is unequivocally that, in the interest of the administration of justice, the executive is bound by the law, specifically the democratically legitimated law. 89 The requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' therefore refers to statutory law. Although this is a narrower concept than elsewhere in the Convention, 90 it still has a broader meaning than constitutional law. 91 It implies that the court organisation must be dealt with by the national legislator, but need not necessarily be vested in the constitution.
From the text of Article 6 itself one may derive that this article entails nothing more than that those faced with a criminal charge within the autonomous meaning of Article 6 should be brought before a court with a decent statutory basis. As such, Article 6 ECHR is silent on the issue of overlapping territorial or subject-matter jurisdiction of various courts. Indeed, as I indicated earlier, there may be numerous good reasons for the national legislator not to limit the territorial jurisdiction to hear a criminal case to one single court, for instance the court of the Inevitably, if a legislator wants to ascertain that (especially negative) conflicts of jurisdiction are avoided, it has to lay out the design of its whole judicial organisation. 93 This means that, inter alia, a court should not only have subject-matter jurisdiction, but also personal jurisdiction in the cases brought before it. Without a statutory basis, a court cannot, for example, hear the cosuspects' related cases. 94 Moreover, the EComHR's precedents imply that territorial jurisdiction must also be provided for by law. 95 The Court has not yet affirmed this in so many words, but it seems likely that it will follow the Commission here.
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It is not the Court's aim to abandon every form of executive or judicial discretion, as long as it stays within the limits of the laws on judicial organization. The Strasbourg institutions have stated that: 'Article 6 par. 1 does not require the legislature to regulate every detail in this area by formal Act of Parliament if the legislature establishes at least the organisational framework for the judicial organisation.' 97 It is not exactly clear what the meaning of this is in relation to the choice of forum. One could for instance argue that once the jurisdiction of a court has a solid legal basis in the law, then a tribunal may be said to have been 'established by law'. In order to avoid negative conflicts of jurisdiction, any resulting positive conflict as such does not affect the competence of the court to which the case was ultimately brought. Yet others may be of the opinion that this approach would be too narrow, especially in criminal matters. Although prosecution services, as a general rule, are not part of the judiciary within the autonomous meaning of Article 6 ECHR, they are an essential part of the criminal justice system. It is the prosecution service that holds the key to that system, not only by deciding on whether prosecution as such is indicated, but also by deciding before which court to bring the case. Therefore, in this view, to deny that the choice of forum is a matter of judicial organization would be nothing more than relocating the element of unwanted arbitrariness from within the walls of the judicial organization to the gates of that organization. Forum shopping may affect the functioning of that system and therefore the proper administration of justice. 98 It may have adverse consequences for, for instance, judicial impartiality and independence. 99 This view therefore urges the legislator to determine court jurisdiction as precisely as possible, also in cases of concurring jurisdiction.
The case law of the Strasbourg institutions does not provide us with a clear answer as to which view is the right one. Very few decisions and judgments deal with it, most likely because overlapping territorial jurisdiction is not considered a major problem in the national context. However, what is of interest is that, precisely for the sake of avoiding conflicts of jurisdiction, the legislator may have chosen to provide for binding, and therefore almost by definition: statutory, mechanisms of case allocation. In fact, it is not far-fetched to assume that as soon as a national legislator accepts overlapping competences of courts, it will automatically deal with these mechanisms as well. These mechanisms may have taken the form of case allocation by statutory rules, i.e. by the legislator itself, but they may also involve case allocation or dispute resolution by prosecutors or courts and, hence, provisions dealing with these authorities' competences in this respect. Of course, these situations do come under the scope of a 'tribunal established by law'. In those situations, the question that once again becomes relevant is how much discretion a legislator may leave to the prosecuting services or the courts.
From the scarce case law available, it can be derived that the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' is not concerned primarily with providing a suspect with the right to be tried by 'his' judge. It does not give a suspect the right to choose the forum desired by him or to demand that different criminal cases pending against him be heard jointly. 100 On the other hand, the Strasbourg institutions do not completely give away scrutiny over situations like these. One older case before the EComHR specifically deals with concurrent jurisdiction. In this case, the applicant was charged in the Swiss Canton of Aargau for fraud in May 1984 and in the Canton of Zurich, later Basel-Landschaft, for false accusations in October 1989. He requested the Federal Court of Switzerland to order that these proceedings be joined and dealt with by one canton. The Federal Court, however, rejected this request. Before the Commission the applicant consequently maintained that Swiss law leaves too big a margin of appreciation to the federal court in this regard and, therefore, he was not tried by a court 'established by law'.
The Commission started by ruling that: 'Article 6 (…) of the Convention does not grant an accused the right to choose the jurisdiction of a court. Rather, in such circumstances the Commission's task is limited to examining whether reasonable grounds existed for the authorities to establish one of the various jurisdictions and whether their decision was lawful [emphasis added].' 101 The Commission went on by stating that in the case before it, the Swiss Federal Court was acting within the confines of Article 350 (old) of the Swiss Penal Code, which determined penal jurisdiction in the case of concurring offences, and of Section 263 of the (old) Federal Code of Criminal Procedure, which granted the Indictment Chamber the possibility, with regard to concurring offences, to determine another jurisdiction. 102 The Commission consequently ruled that it was not unreasonable for that court, when interpreting these provisions and determining the jurisdiction of the various courts, to rule that the offence of false accusation was of recent date, and that in the interests of procedural economy and in view of the applicant's previous indictment in the Canton of Aargau, the proceedings should be conducted by two different authorities.
From this, it follows that national statutory rules on case allocation, when existing, must be observed and that any decision based on these rules must be reasonable. Therefore, as soon as the legislator intervenes in order to deal with conflicts of jurisdiction, choice of forum comes under the scope of the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law', although the test to be applied is limited; that decision must be lawful and reasonable. Still, this test explicitly covers the choice between the 'various jurisdictions'. Open questions, of course, relate to the scope of the reasonableness test and to whether this reasonableness test must always be performed by an independent and impartial court. In the Swiss case discussed here, statutory Swiss law provided for case allocation by a court. This need not necessarily be the case in other legal systems.
Questions for the European Union
The previous sections have tried to define what common denominator exists regarding choice of forum at the national level. What stands out, first of all, is that the primary aim of the guarantees is not to allow the suspect to predict which court will try his case or to allow him to choose the court most to his liking. Neither is it their aim to avoid negative conflicts of jurisdiction as such. Rather, the administration of justice requires that criminal charges are dealt with by an independent judiciary, not by prerogative courts, and that the judicial organization, specifically the competences of individual courts, have a basis in the law.
From the foregoing it follows, secondly, that the guarantees discussed here address not only the executive. Although the hard core of the common European tradition is directly aimed at the executive, by prohibiting it to establish prerogative courts Article 6 ECHR goes a step further. It specifically addresses the legislator. As soon as criminal charges within the autonomous meaning of Article 6 are dealt with, it is the legislator which must ensure that a manipulation of justice is prevented beforehand by designing the framework of the judicial organisation, thus reducing the discretionary powers of the executive, but also of the judiciary itself. Its rationale lies in the separation of powers doctrine.
Third, within this legislative framework, a certain degree of discretion is not forbidden. As illustrated above, there may be compelling reasons for designing a framework which in abstracto allows multiple courts to hear a case. This will inevitably lead to some degree of prosecutorial discretion in concreto. As far as a court's competence ratione loci is concerned, all courts must have a legal basis, but the case allocation criteria do not necessarily have to be laid down in the law. In order to deal with any resulting conflict of jurisdiction, however, a legislator may need to provide for further rules. It is fair to assume that in the light of the separation of powers doctrine, these rules, as well as the way in which they are applied, are subject to a test of lawfulness and reasonableness. Ultimately, this may be checked by 'Strasbourg' itself. Now, what would the foregoing mean in relation to the choice of forum in the AFSJ? The guarantees discussed were developed in a national context. It is not necessarily so that they should also play a role in the transnational, European context. In fact, in the Tadić case, where the applicant stated that the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) had not been 'established by law', the Appeals Chamber accepted that all tribunals must be established by law, but it also ruled that this does not mean that this requirement has the same meaning as in the national context. According to the Appeals Chamber, in the international setting, the requirement must be understood as meaning 'in accordance with the rule of law'. What ultimately is important 'is that [an international tribunal] be set up by a competent organ in keeping with the relevant legal procedures, and that it observes the requirements of procedural fairness.' 103 Yet in the European context, I believe, things are different. As such, the European legal order is an autonomous, integrated legal order, not easily comparable with the international one, as I also pointed out in the introduction. The role of constitutional guarantees, such as the separation of powers doctrine, and the fundamental freedoms and human rights have been explicitly recognised by the Court of Justice. This has already reduced the role of the nation state 
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as the principal actor in transnational relationships. Regarding the choice of forum, the obvious question then is not just whether the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' -and now as a European Leistungsgarantie and not a Member-State Abwehrrecht 104 -exists, but also what this might mean, in particular, for the regulation of the choice of forum. Although it may be confidently stated that the Member States will not, certainly not voluntarily, set up a European justice system which controls cooperation in criminal cases through European regulations regarding choice of forum, the extent to which the Member States have a monopoly in this matter is questionable. It is fair to expect that, at some point, national courts or the European Court of Justice will be confronted with the issue of the extent to which existing regulations on the forum choice in criminal law can withstand scrutiny by the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law'.
The 'tribunal established by law' as a principle of Union law (Article 47 Charter)
The position of the Court of Justice
The Charter of Fundamental Rights has produced a third body of human rights in the European Union. 105 In addition to the common constitutional guarantees of the Member States and the ECHR itself as a source of inspiration, the Charter contains a series of rights of its own. It directly confers rights upon European citizens and, sometimes, others present on European territory. Article 47 CFR reads, as far as is relevant here: 'Everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal previously established by law.' 106 The drafters of the Charter were exceedingly keen to emphasize that, as such, it does not give any new powers to the European Union and that it only applies to, inter alia, the institutions of the Union and the Member States, as long as the latter are implementing EU law (Article 51(1) CFR). Yet, as such, this will not prevent the Charter becoming an important, binding source of law for all EU institutions, including the Court of Justice. The latter may be asked, by way of a preliminary ruling (Article 267 TFEU), to interpret a provision in a Framework Decision or a future directive or regulation in light of the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law'. As I indicated earlier, the European Court of Justice's position is precarious: it must protect the autonomy of EU law, but also guard the constitutionality of the European legal order.
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Article 16 of the Framework Decision on the European Arrest Warrant, for instance, deals with the issue of multiple arrest warrants received by the state where the suspect is located. That state must then take a decision on which of those arrest warrants it shall execute. By doing so, in effect, a case allocation decision is required by the executing state. That state must take into account various considerations, some of which are mentioned in Article 16 (1) 
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the question of whether or not the judicial scrutiny of case allocation decisions is a requirement which follows from the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law'. The referring court may also want to know how, in light of a proper administration of justice in the AFSJ, it must determine which warrant it must execute. Relevant questions would then not only relate to the criteria to be applied, but also to the intensity of the test or to the question of whether these criteria must be accessible and foreseeable.
Similar questions may arise when the Court is asked, for instance, to interpret the phrase 'any effective solution aimed at avoiding the adverse consequences arising from such parallel proceedings', introduced in Article 2(1)(b) of the Framework Decision on conflicts of jurisdiction. Indeed, what would be an effective solution in light of Article 47 CFR, more specifically in light of reducing the possibility of arbitrary decisions? Must 'effective' be understood to mean 'reasonable'? And what exactly are the adverse consequences arising from parallel proceedings? As I illustrated in Section 2.2, the legislator was careful not to be too specific. Moreover, from the Preamble, Recital 4, it becomes clear that the concern is primarily to avoid wasting the time and resources of the competent authorities concerned. The interests of the accused, for instance, are not mentioned. So, how should we interpret this phrase? Is the Court allowed to insert other considerations -for instance the position of the defence in light of diverging national defence rights -as well and to balance those interests against those of efficient criminal proceedings?
Moreover, if the proposal on the transfer of proceedings, discussed in Section 2.3, were ever to be adopted, one of the issues that most likely will draw attention is the issue of the compatibility of the principle of subsidiary jurisdiction with Article 47 CFR. In the literature on the law on international criminal cooperation this issue is a hotly debated topic in light of the German Recht auf den gesetzlichen Richter and the corresponding national constitutional guarantees. 109 The debate centres not only on the applicability of these national constitutional rights in the international context, but also on the question of whether the criteria used for exercising this type of jurisdiction meet the requirements of accessibility and foreseeability. After all, many of those criteria relate to circumstances that come into play after the offence was committed. 110 In the literature on international criminal law it is well documented that these criteria may easily be manipulated. Judicial authorities may for instance wait with apprehending a suspect until this person shows up on the territory of a certain state, for instance the state with the most repressive penal regime. The creation of the AFSJ in which people are free to move has without doubt facilitated this. When such a situation is brought before the Court, once again, it is confronted with the question of whether or not this is 'reasonable'. In such a case, the Court cannot rely on the argument that, now that the AFSJ is based upon the principle of mutual trust, interstate differences in criminal law must be accepted. That is not the issue here. Rather, the issue is why it is reasonable to refer the case to exactly that state. Similar questions may arise with regard to the application of the Framework Decisions on the European Arrest Warrant or Evidence Warrant.
At present, there are no cases which deal specifically with case allocation in the AFSJ. Case law that comes most close to the issue at hand is found in two cases of the Court of First Instance, where the system of case allocation between national competition authorities and the European Commission under competition law, based on Regulation 1/2003, 111 was examined. 112 In those decisions, the Court of First Instance accepted the large measure of discretion which competition authorities, and the European Commission in particular, have in allocating cases among themselves. Its standard of review, however, was, among others, the principle of loyal cooperation. Unfortunately, the Court did not address, on procedural grounds, the issue (which was raised too late) of whether the system in Regulation 1/2003, which has been developed further in a notice 113 and joint statement by the Council and the Commission, 114 is also consistent with the principle of the proper administration of justice. 115 The question of whether the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' plays any role in this regard was not asked.
The applicability of Article 47 CFR in a transnational context
When the occasion arises, the Court of Justice will be asked, first and foremost, whether the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' actually applies to the AFSJ as a whole. This would extend the scope of that requirement beyond the national context in which it has been used until now. For one thing, this may be at odds with Article 52(3) CFR: 'In so far as this Charter contains rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the meaning and scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down by the said Convention,' even though this section also states that '[t]his provision shall not prevent Union law providing more extensive protection.' Moreover, it may be argued that matters of judicial organization and jurisdiction in criminal matters, despite the occasional harmonization of rules on jurisdiction, 116 are predominantly still a matter for the Member States, not for the European Union. The Charter, by conclusion, would not be applicable here (cf. Article 51(1) CFR), even though the resulting conflicts of jurisdiction may be of concern to the EU as a whole. Now that every court in itself has -or should have -its jurisdictional basis in national law, for which the Member States themselves and not the EU are ultimately accountable to the European Court of Human Rights, 'Strasbourg' and not 'Luxembourg' is the place to go.
This article takes a different approach. Indeed, the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law', or for that matter, ius de non evocando or the lawful judge concept, were all developed within a nation-state context. Yet, first of all, it seems rather unconvincing to derive from this, using an argumentum a contrario, that the requirement is thus of no importance for the EU, particularly the AFSJ, as a whole. The rationale behind Article 53(3) CFR is to avoid diverging interpretations of similar rights by (ultimately) the Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights, 117 not to limit their scope to the national context.
Moreover, such an approach would be in denial of the fact that with the removal of internal border controls, the Member States became 'jointly responsible' 118 for combating crime in the EU, and chose to deal with this problem by introducing a well-known concept of 'European governance' 119 -i.e. mutual recognition -as the dominant principle for cooperation in criminal matters. The European Union's mutual recognition project has, in particular, ensured that a national legal system can no longer be linked one-to-one to the Member State's own territory or own nationals. On the one hand, the effect of national criminal law has, through European orders or warrants, been extended beyond the Member State's own territory. On the other hand, foreign orders or warrants apply to the entire area of justice, thus to the territories of all Member States. In this way, different national legal systems 'compete' with each other on the European Member States' territories. 120 As a result, as was shown earlier, 121 interstate choice of forum is already touched upon by many EU instruments, albeit in a very fragmented way. This, for instance, becomes visible in relation to the European Arrest Warrant, where a decision, based upon national law, to refuse the execution of a warrant on account of the fact that the offence has been committed on the territory of that state or because that state is also prosecuting the suspect, clearly favours the jurisdiction of the executing state and in effect leaves the issuing state (or issuing states) with empty hands, i.e. without a suspect to prosecute. As such, of course, this does not withhold the latter state from continuing its proceedings; the decision by the executing state is after all not a mechanism for final interstate dispute settlement. Still, the issuing state has to proceed without a suspect, because the executing state was of the opinion that it was in a better position to deal with the case (or not to deal with the case). These decisions are based upon national, unilateral mechanisms determining court jurisdiction in favour of the issuing state. Similar issues emerge with regard to the (refusal of any) transfer of evidentiary materials.
The argument that the judicial organization as such is a matter for Member States alone, therefore fails to appreciate that the judicial organizations of the Member States have already become intertwined through the implementation of these EU legislative instruments. This has not been done by providing, for instance, European statutory rules on case allocation, but by explicitly allowing for national decisions to refuse assistance and thus mitigating the full effect of mutual recognition. Concerned as the Member States are for a further loss of sovereignty, they chose to administer the AFSJ in a horizontal way, through mutual recognition, leaving as much to the national level as possible. Yet in order to deal with the inevitable conflicts arising from this, provisions were inserted into the framework decisions that require national authorities to decide upon which Member State is the appropriate place for prosecution.
It is exactly the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' that is concerned with the question of whether any national competence that is exercised in this regard is lawful and reasonable. There seems to be no justification for limiting the scope of the Charter to the implementation of EU law in the national legal order, thereby ignoring the fact that the European legal order to a large extent is dependent on cooperation between the Member States (horizontal cooperation), or -for that matter -cooperation between Member States and EU institutions (vertical cooperation). To some extent, there is a similarity with the Court's case law on the ne bis in idem principle. The transnational effects of this principle were already acknowledged before the entry into force of 'Lisbon', especially in Article 54, and further of the Schengen Convention, which was later integrated in the acquis of the former Third Pillar. 122 Article 50 CFR is now the only article in the Charter which explicitly acknowledges the transnational effect of a human right, i.e. the ne bis in idem principle. 123 But does this also mean that, therefore, other rights (and principles) contained in the Charter lack this effect? This would be difficult to except, because the rationales behind ne bis in idem -especially the ideas of interstate mutual trust and the need for legal certainty for those moving over European territory 124 -are interpreted in the context of the AFSJ as a whole. By analogy, I would argue that Article 47 CFR and its rationale -the doctrine of separation of powers and the closely connected principle of legality -seek to limit the exercise of unfettered discretion in this area. Although those moving over European territory will not be granted 'the right to choose the jurisdiction of a [Member State] court', they are still entitled, in the case of concurring jurisdictions, to an examination as to ' In my opinion, this interpretation of Article 47 CFR does not confer new powers on the European Union (cf. Article 51(2) CFR); on the contrary, it limits its competences and those of the Member States, when implementing Union legislation. 126 In fact, regarding the choice of forum, there is good reason to be more cautious in the transnational context than in a national one, now that the choice of forum in the AFSJ is not a 'neutral' one, i.e. a choice between judges all applying the same substantive and procedural framework, 127 but also encompasses an assessment of the differences between the criminal law systems of the Member States. Interstate differences in legal systems, for instance in the wording of offences, the sanctions likely to be imposed, the investigate measures or the defence rights available, have now become relevant factors for the choice of forum. Particularly in the AFSJ, the question is how to prevent differences between legal systems being played off against each other for the benefit of the prosecution services, but at the expense of the interests of the accused, the victim and/or the proper administration of justice in general.
In light of the foregoing, one may also pose the question of whether the Member States still are in a position to confine themselves to securing the national interests at stake, for instance by transforming optional grounds for refusal in mutual recognition instruments into mandatory ones. It is submitted here that in the AFSJ, a 'reasonable' decision implies that the interests of all 'stakeholders' (which, incidentally, have already been recognized as such in the AFSJ, i.e. other Member States, the suspect, the victim, the European Union itself) are taken into account and balanced against each other. Ultimately, this may bring along, for instance, that a Member State must accept that another state is in a better position to deal with a case. Unlike in the present situation, where a Member State may come to the same conclusion on its own volition, the fundamental difference is that under my interpretation of Article 47 CFR there is a legal obligation to do so. I find support for this argument in the principle of loyal cooperation. 128 By definition, the reasonableness of any case allocation decision cannot be limited to the interests of the 
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legal order of one single Member State. Loyal cooperation implies that the interests of the other stakeholders are also taken into account.
A dialogue between the judiciary and legislator?
The limits of the competences of the judiciary
The foregoing has several implications for the AFSJ. Most importantly, the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' encompasses the AFSJ as a whole and not only the legal orders of the Member States. Within the AFSJ a court is not competent to try a case as long as it has no jurisdiction ratione loci, ratione materiae and ratione personae. At present, the basis for this will be found in national law. In the second place, where framework decisions or future instruments require Member States to deal with conflicts of jurisdiction, European and national law, as well as the decisions based thereon, also come under the scope of the requirement. These decisions need to be lawful and reasonable, taking into account all relevant interests and not only those of one particular Member State. Finally, in light of the foregoing, national constitutional guarantees must be interpreted in light of the AFSJ as well. A perspective in which the national constitutional guarantees, such as ius de non evocando are utilised, on the one hand, by the Member States as Abwehrrecht against 'extraneous', European influences, 129 but, on the other hand, are limited in scope to their own internal legal systems, 130 is outdated. However, even though the foregoing illustrates that we are dealing with a matter that is not only of concern to the legal orders of the individual Member States, the main difficulty at present is that there is no general frame of reference. By definition, the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' needs a law to interpret. The fragmentary approach regarding the choice of forum thus far and the fact that many issues are left open under European law is a tremendous complication. After all, Article 47 CFR only comes into play as long as Member States are implementing EU law. With the latter being virtually silent on case allocation as such, Article 47 CFR is a factor of relevance mainly in relation to matters of transnational cooperation, which is extensively dealt with by EU law, and, more specifically, only in relation to 'true' or actual interstate conflicts of jurisdiction. In the present situation, negative conflicts are barely addressed by EU laws. And even in cases of positive conflict, the effect of the application of Article 47 CFR may be limited further where Member States' legislators have chosen to transform any optional ground for refusal, provided for in an EU instrument, into a mandatory one. In those situations, national law prohibits its prosecuting authorities and courts from performing a reasonableness test. 131 The rather strange result of this is that, if we were to follow the interpretation of Article 47 CFR advocated here, case allocation decisions are only a relevant issue under the Charter, as long as states seek cooperation and this cooperation leads to interstate conflicts, but not in other situations in which the interests of the courts, suspects, victims, et cetera, may equally be affected.
In short, therefore, we are in need of a horizontal approach to the problem, dealing with choice of forum in criminal matters in general. The judiciary cannot completely fill all the gaps identified; that would be contrary to the very thoughts behind Article 47 CFR. As we have seen above, the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' refers to statutory law, leaving it to the legislator to enact those rules or not. 132 Yet, in light of the foregoing and bearing in mind that the prevention and settlement of conflicts of jurisdiction is a task that the European Union has attributed to itself (Article 82(1)(b) TFEU), it is certainly not unthinkable that, sooner or later, the choice of forum will re-emerge on the European agenda, whereas now it has been kept out of the Stockholm Programme.
133 Until now, there have been no incentives for the Council (and, more surprisingly, the Commission) to deal with this subject further. This may change if the European and national courts were to accept the interpretation of the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' as advocated here, for instance by answering the questions raised in Section 4.1. In that case, it is fair to expect that the rulings of, in particular, the Court of Justice will have indirect consequences for future legislative action, as has also been the case after the landmark decisions on ne bis in idem. 134 Several items then need to be dealt with by the European and national legislators.
In the first place, the position of the judiciary needs attention. As such, the judicial supervision of case allocation decisions or case allocation by the courts themselves seems contradictory to the very notions behind the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law'. In practice, however, and with the proviso that the exercise of any such competence is lawful and reasonable, it may be a valuable mechanism for dealing with conflicts of jurisdiction and a good alternative for EU statutory case allocation, which may often prove to be too rigid, and case allocation exclusively by prosecution services, which may easily lead to situations in which too much emphasis is put on the prosecutorial perspective. In itself, nothing prevents the European or national legislator from assigning this task to national courts. A national court may for instance rule that a suspect may not be surrendered to the issuing state on account of the fact that prosecution in the executing state is indicated. There are some rulings by Dutch courts, for instance, that have dealt with this matter in relation to the European Arrest Warrant. 135 If national law allows it to do so, a trial court may even declare itself not competent, because it is of the opinion that another Member State is in a better position to deal with the case.
Leaving this issue to national law, however, has several shortcomings. Regarding choice of forum, the European legislator has been very careful not to include any court competence in the existing European legislation. As a consequence, a national legislator may decide either to deal with the issue itself, or to assign the task to the judiciary, but may also leave it entirely to its prosecution services. For instance, Recital 17 of the Preamble to the Framework Decision on conflicts of jurisdiction states that 'this Framework Decision (…) does not affect any right of individuals to argue that they should be prosecuted in their own or in another jurisdiction, if such right exists under national law [emphasis added].' This approach does not exclude any judicial review under national law, but it does not guarantee it either. 136 If national law is silent on the issue, this flaw appears to be difficult, if not impossible, to challenge before the Court of Justice, exactly because it is regarded as a matter for national law.
Moreover, it is doubtful whether a national court is in a position to take into account all the interests involved. National courts will only be asked to decide on the lawfulness and reasonable-ness of a decision to bring a particular suspect (or suspects) before it. It is not unconceivable that a decision that at first sight seems reasonable, becomes questionable, if it turns out that the case is part of a broader transnational investigation and that other criminal proceedings are conducted simultaneously in other states. Then, the question not only arises as to whether these circumstances must be taken into account as well, but also if this court is in a position to perform this test.
In the third place, case allocation or supervision by a national court by definition has limited effect. If national law so allows and a court consequently declares itself not competent, because it holds that the decision to seize this particular court is unreasonable, it is not at all guaranteed that any other state will continue the prosecution. It may also occur that several courts from several states are all of the opinion that they are competent, which would lead to parallel investigations and -possibly -diverging outcomes. Either way, the result is a conflict of jurisdiction.
Inevitably, therefore, it will turn out that national judicial scrutiny of transnational case allocation decisions has some serious drawbacks. By its very nature, this seems to be a matter for supervision at the European level. 137 The best way forward would be to assign this task to the Court of Justice, but at present this is not possible (cf. Article 276 TFEU). The alternative would be to assign the task to Eurojust, even though Eurojust consists mainly of representatives of the Member States' prosecution services. 138 Therefore, this solution could only work as long as national courts -the independent judiciary therefore -retain/gain the right to reject such a decision by Eurojust. 139 Not only the judicial organization as such is a concern, the same holds true for the substance and intensity of the lawfulness and reasonableness test to be applied. In the absence of a general framework, the position of any authority involved -European or national; judiciary or executive -is complicated. On the one hand, as I indicated earlier, there is ample reason to keep a close watch over case allocation by prosecution services. 140 On the other hand, when taking up this task, the present situation in criminal matters leaves the authorities very little to work with. This is best illustrated if we first take a look at the system of case allocation that currently exists in Switzerland. This system is particularly informative as it has been dealing with issues of case allocation in criminal matters on Swiss territory for a long time. It may serve as an inspiration for the European Union.
Inspiration drawn from the Swiss legal system
Like the European Union, 141 the Swiss territory is viewed as a single area, where law enforcement is the responsibility of authorities which, in principle, are bound by the territory of their component canton. This perception, I believe, affects the interpretation of the legality principle, to which both the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' and the Swiss concept of the verfassungsmässige Richter are closely connected. 142 Within Switzerland, this concept offers citizens protection against arbitrary decisions and provides authorities with direction within the entire Swiss territory. It specifically includes the coordination of the activities of the authorities in different cantons.
The Swiss scheme assumes a statutory assignment of cases across the cantons, whichwithin the federal framework -can then themselves organise their legal systems, and which is binding on the police, the public prosecutor and the judiciary. 143 Although the situation in the EU is similar to the one in Switzerland, it is also much more complex. While substantive and, recently, procedural federal criminal law have been harmonised in Switzerland, this is only true to a limited extent in the European Union. At first sight, this fundamental difference in the substantive and procedural law framework hampers a comparison between the two legal orders. What is of relevance here is that, until recently, procedural criminal law in Switzerland was not harmonized. Like in the European Union, inter-cantonal differences in criminal procedure were therefore a factor of relevance in case allocation. Moreover, the relatively autonomous position of the Swiss cantons in relation to the administration of criminal justice forced the federal legislator to provide for a framework that would avoid positive and negative conflicts of jurisdiction. 144 With respect to the 'inter-cantonal forum choice', Swiss law includes statutory choice of forum rules which pertain to a variety of situations. 145 They cover the relatively simple situation in which there is one suspect and one offence, 146 the situation in which there is one offence and multiple suspects, 147 the situation in which one suspect has committed multiple offences 148 and, finally, the situation in which multiple suspects have committed multiple offences. 149 The legal system is designed for related criminal cases preferably to be tried before a single court, even if multiple courts from different cantons have jurisdiction. 150 Because it would be virtually impossible to cover all possible scenarios regarding the choice of forum by legislation, the legal system explicitly allows for deviations. 151 This is not considered to be in contrast to the verfassungmässige Richter concept, nor does it violate Article 6 ECHR. 152 On the contrary, in situations like these, the right to the verfassungmässige Richter protects suspects against arbitrary application of the law. 153 In the very abundant case law and practical experience, which are now codified in the federal Strafprozessordnung, it is clear that such deviations from the statutory scheme are subject to strict limitations and are reviewable by the courts, specifically the federal Bundesstrafgericht. One obvious limitation is that the authorities cannot themselves establish their territorial jurisdiction; they must already have jurisdiction under the law. 154 Moreover, deviations from the statutory scheme are only possible if there are compelling reasons (triftige Gründe) which 'automatically come into play' (gebieterisch aufdrängen). 155 This power to deviate from the statutory rules may therefore only be exercised if a strict application of the statutory rules would be contrary to the purpose of that law. 156 The Bundesstrafgericht expressed this as follows: 'Wird vom gesetzlichen Gerichtsstand abgewichen, sollten jedoch folgende Bedingungen erfüllt sein: Die Tat sollte dort verfolgt werden, wo das Rechtsgut verletzt wurde; der Richter sollte sich ein möglichst vollständiges Bild von Tat und Tater machen können; der Beschuldigte sollte sich am Ort der Verfolgung leicht verteidigen können; das Verfahren sollte wirtschaftlich sein.' 157 It is clearly not enough that only considerations of prosecutorial efficiency are taken into account. The interests of, inter alia, the accused (which, by the way, include not only his future reintegration, but also the possibility to defend himself adequately) and those of the (local) community most affected by the crime must also be included in the assessment.
Lessons for the European Union -a way out of the institutional stalemate?
How different is the situation in the European Union. Compared to Switzerland, the European legislator leaves the actors involved in criminal justice virtually nothing to work with. The position of the courts is left to the national level. The same is true for the suspect(s) or the victim(s). As a result, courts, for instance, are forced either to operate in a vacuum, leaving them vulnerable to reproaches of judicial activism, or to refrain from one of their core tasks, i.e. the assessment of what is reasonable. 158 Performing a reasonableness test seems difficult, if not impossible, as long the legislator ensures that it does not define too precisely what should be the outcome of any deliberations between prosecuting authorities, what interests must be taken into account and how they are to be balanced in order to reach that outcome. At the same time, however, a question that is equally concerned with the balance of powers in the European Union is disregarded. In this sense, indeed, there is a link between the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' and the requirements that courts be 'impartial' and 'independent '. 159 It is noteworthy in this regard that, in the academic literature, there have already been many proposals dealing with the choice of forum. Some of them argue for an ex ante, substantive law solution through a ranking of jurisdiction criteria, 160 others for (binding) ex post problem solving through interstate consultation and coordination. 161 Some regard the issue as a matter for the prosecution services only; others include other stakeholders -the courts or the suspect -as I would add to this that inspiration may also be found in the Swiss approach to the choice of forum. Particularly the latter is, in my opinion, informative for the European Union, as it has proven in practice, moreover in a context fairly comparable to the one in the AFSJ, that there is a way out of the dilemma between a statutory system, which would provide optimal legal certainty, but may also prove to be too rigid, on the one hand, and the mechanisms of ex post case allocation which may be too permissive, on the other. It does so by taking statutory regulation as its starting point, but it also acknowledges that, in certain circumstances, deviations may be necessary, but under court supervision. Such deviations are only allowed if a) the goals of the statutory framework clearly call for a different solution than the statutory rules provide and b) those deviations duly take account of the interests of the place where most of the damaging effects of criminal conduct were felt; those of the suspect (and his counsel) to effectively defend himself; those of the courts, which must be put in the position to obtain, as far as possible, a complete overview of both the person of the accused and his actions; and those of the speedy and efficient administration of justice. 164 This, it would seem to me, is a system courts can work with, without jeopardizing the need for prosecutorial leeway.
Of course, it would be overly simplistic to argue that the Swiss model could simply be 'copy pasted' on to the European context, nor do I imply that the Swiss approach is the single right answer. After all, this model refers back to criminal law doctrine on numerous occasions. 165 To give but a few examples: the question of whether a criminal case against a (presumed) accomplice must be joined with the proceedings against the (presumed) perpetrator also depends on criminal law doctrine regarding complicity. Is complicity a criminal offence of its own or does it have an accessory character? 166 A statutory regime of European rules would most certainly have to deal with this issue and, therefore, would automatically interfere with national criminal law doctrine. Likewise, it is conceivable that such a framework would interfere with criminal law doctrine on criminal jurisdiction, attempt or preparatory acts, the criminal liability of legal persons, concursus (idealis or realis), et cetera. This is not the place for a final answer to these questions. First and foremost, this article addressed a 'preliminary' issue; it was born out of the fact that, although there are more than enough materials to start from, the primary concern of the Member States of the European Union at present lies somewhere else; the protection of national sovereignty.
Conclusion
This article has taken a look at the choice of forum -the designation of the Member State with authority to investigate, prosecute and try a criminal case -in an area of freedom, security and justice. The issue was approached from the vantage point that, with the creation of this area, a new course has been set out in the sense that the forum choice in criminal cases, traditionally governed by international criminal law rules (jurisdiction and transfer of prosecution), is no longer only the domain of the Member States, particularly the executive branch, but also of the judiciary and, not least, EU citizens and the EU as a whole. I have specifically tried to describe how much discretion the prosecuting authorities currently have and why and to what extent such discretion is problematic in light of the requirement of a 'tribunal established by law'.
The conclusion which I draw in connection with the foregoing is that there is reason to be concerned. Just before the Treaty of Lisbon was set to enter into effect, the recognition programme seems to have been derailed. Despite the original intentions, a major focus in recent framework decisions on cooperation in criminal cases has been the retention of national discretion. In that sense, the lofty texts in the Tampere Programme have not led to much. The Framework Decision on conflicts of jurisdiction, the proposal on the transfer of criminal proceedings and the other framework decisions mentioned will not be sufficient to correct this situation. They do not provide enough to go on. But as a result, current European regulations on choice of forum, in my opinion, fall below the minimum standards which do apply in the individual Member States, under the supervision of the European Court of Human Rights and, increasingly, the European Court of Justice. 167 Rather than presenting a variety of possible solutions regarding the choice of forum, this article mainly addressed a 'preliminary' issue. Only if concerns of loss of national sovereignty are overcome will it be possible to start the debate on what actions must follow. This article's main finding is that the choice of forum is not an issue only for the Council, the Member States' governments and their prosecuting authorities. The position defended here is that it has a clear constitutional dimension and, hence, a role for the courts as well. In the absence of any foreseeable legislative activity in this field, a way out of the stalemate is that the courts, by applying Article 47 CFR in the AFSJ in the way advocated here, first and foremost remind the European and national legislators that, when dealing with conflicts of jurisdiction, they must live up to the requirements of Article 47 CFR. Consequently, it is the European legislator that is called upon to provide for a statutory, binding mechanism that not only provides guidance to the prosecuting authorities, but also ensures that national or European authorities, preferably the impartial and independent judiciary, can check the reasonableness of any such decision. As long as no statutory frame of reference exists, it will be difficult for any court -national or European -to determine how and why any such a decision is reasonable or unreasonable. The current situation therefore seems to be a recipe for future institutional conflicts between the executive and the judiciary.
What is more, the approach currently taken leads to a conflict with the task which the European Union has attributed to itself: preventing and settling conflicts of jurisdiction (Article 82(1)(b) TFEU). The protection of national sovereignty and any effective conflict settlement mechanism simply do not go together. Both the European Union and the Member States have to accept that, just as European regulation of the forum choice will be an imperfect system, in the sense that it will, most likely, only determine which Member State has authority to investigate, prosecute and try cases, and does not designate the competent national court, the national systems will, conversely, have become imperfect without binding European coordination.
Therefore, it is high time that all the participants concerned, and not just the delegations from the Member States' governments and, subsequently, the Member States' prosecution services, be heard on the choice of forum in criminal cases. The requirement of a 'tribunal established by law' should, I believe, play an important, guiding role in this regard and hopefully will ultimately force the European legislature to make further choices.
